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the king of fighters neowave is a fighting game developed by snk playmore and
published by snk playmore for the playstation 4 and xbox one in 2015. it is the first
new the king of fighters game in over a decade. in this title, the roster of characters

includes all the members of the king of fighters 2002/2003 roster, with a few
additions from the king of fighters 2003. unlike the games of the 2000s, this one will
not be released in retail form. unlike in the previous the king of fighters games, this
one will be released in just the ps4 and xbox one versions in north america, and in

the ps3 and xbox 360 versions in europe, without any editions for the playstation 2,
xbox, or gamecube versions. true to form in this genre, what we have here is a

collection of reused sprites from older games thrown onto a set of not-so-
spectacular backdrops and told to fight. on paper, that might look like a bit of a

mess but then traditional fighters seldom sell themselves through such
deconstruction and beneath the tired surface lie a slew of enhancements and

surprises that make neowave a worthy purchase. to give the game its due, there's a
definite charm to its style despite its ageing looks and with almost fifty characters

to pick from, you could spend weeks learning the strengths and weaknesses of
each. there have been some far greater changes under the bonnet than these few,
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neowave was an ambitious project for the neo geo arcade system. the game
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features an innovative three-on-three tag system, the addition of the heat mode
and a large roster of characters, including some characters from the art of fighting

2. a new soundtrack is included. the game features a three-on-three tag system, the
addition of the heat mode and a large roster of characters, including some

characters from the art of fighting 2. the neowave series of games is more or less
the prototype for the new snk and capcom fighting game series, and is not only the
best snk game ever released, but it is one of the best fighting games ever released.

it is on of the only fighting games to really push the envelope of visual graphics,
graphical detail, character design, fighting gameplay and audio. in fact, the audio of

the neowave series is some of the best in snk history. the neowave games have
classic gameplay, superb character design and amazing gameplay mechanics. it's a
true masterpiece of snk. in many ways, the gameplay is similar to the street fighter
series, and yet it is the tag-matching mechanic that makes neowave stand out. in

the game, three characters that are chosen by the cpu fight against each other in a
single-round fight. as the round begins, all three characters are stacked into one

large single character, which resembles a sprite when fighting. the size of the
characters, and the number of hits they receive, vary based on the position of each

character, and the amount of health each character has. the cpu-controlled
characters have a number of tag-moves that are activated when their health bar is
completely depleted. the amount of hits the cpu character receives varies based on

how close the cpu character is to being knocked out, and is determined by how
much damage the cpu has taken, and how much health the cpu has. the cpu

characters are also more likely to take damage from the hits the characters deal to
them. the cpu characters also have a special tag-attack which drains the health bar
of the character they hit, and removes it entirely if they are hit by a special attack.
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